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1. Introduction 

The need for econoriiic:il voli.iqr: r~?guIarors IS baing increasmgly felt with the use of electrical and 
sophlstic,~ted c.l~?r:t:onii: ;~l)pli:rrico:;. ~quipnieiit. etc , for various applications One ofthe methods 
bywhich this c m  bc! ic.~liicrli:i throuyh funotioni~lapproach. wherein. the numberof components 
requlrt!d to p e r k ~ t m  ,3 givmi furxticm is !y~inirr:ired. To regulate the voltage, a single device can be 
connected iri :;i?r~c:i with the load. The resistance of such a device has to increase with the 
llwease in vo l iqe .  s u c i ~  h i t  ttii? cxcess voltage IS dropped across the dev~ce. Such a device can 
be termed as a vdrlstor witti imsitive voltage coeff~c~ent of resistance IPVCRI, slnce its resistance 
messes wi lh voltage. Most of the recent research work is confined to zinc oxide varistors which 
exhht -ve voltage coeffic~ent of  reslstance. Barretter, a hydrogen gas f~lled tube has +ve 
voltage coefficient of  resistance, but it cannot find a place in this age of miniaturization. So there 
1s considerable need to develop varistors with PVCR, which will have very wide practical 
applications 

The thesis deals with the way in which one realizes PVCR varistors through composites. Three 
types of  mater~alslstructures, wr. (I) BaTi03-graphite-rubber composite sanlples (21 BaTiO3- 
graphite-glass frit composite samples (3) PZT-thick film devices have been conceived. 
Prepared and tested. 711e results of this effort are descrrbed below 

(1) Bafi03-graphrte --rubber samples 

BaT103 and graphite powders of specific grain size, taken in a particular proportion, are mixed 
thoroughly and dispersed In a synthetic rubber solution. The paste is air-dried and pressed Into 
pellets and vulcanized; ohmic contacts are taken using silver paste. 

Figure 1 shows the typical vanation of resistivity with voltage, dertved from the V-1 
characteristic. The voltage-current relationship is given by the equation. 

I = KV" ( 1 )  

where n is the nonlinearity factor. The voltage coefficient of resistance a, is defined as 



!I foutid that thc i~.:si~i11vity, : I (~~~~I !~ I~ , I I I :~  f d : t ~ > i  .i~:fl ,v,dt,i{tr, c~~cf f : : . ;~:~~t  of resistance are 
affected by  thc~r;onipositiun :~rxi ji.irtii.k ! * ie ,  rril: rt::,::,twty I., fri$~ud I(, ilw.rea.=ii initially and then 
Increase beyond a cortam voltq(! 

Explanation 

It is known that BaTiO, pnrrtcles r j i~n> j~ : i :  in thi. L $ I : . Y : ~ , c ~  of tlw i)i)pl~t:d field due to 
clectrostriclive propertyb ". As th i y  a:lon!plc. n ~ i h c ~ i   my ,,I.;,> r:lcni$rtv :il t lw same direCtlOn due 
to its elastic naturc re:;t~lting 111 TI,<+ im;ie.;ise I:I d::;~:iti::~: !x.tvu(:ei; il-ie ~;or~ducting grapllite 
granules When a voltage is appl~od across the .  .il,r.ci:r~tw, t+:r::ri,ii i::n;!;s:an tl~rougli tunneling 
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across the gap between tilt: cond~cting granules takes place and it increases with increase in 
voltage However. tile incroasi. lri the gap lerlg!h due to the applied voltage reduces the emission. 
Hence the V-  p characteristic is as obidined. A model is proposed on these lines. which assumes 
that the sample consists of  n m h e r  of elemental cells, the cross-section of which is shown n 
fig 2 Theoretical expressions derived based on th~s  model are found to satisfactorily explain the 
obsewed results 

The rubber sainples havf? tha disadvantage of liiriited temperature range of operation So rubber 
is replaced with irit and ssrnplcs arc made Typical V p characteristics are shown in fig. 3 rhe 
resistivity is fo,~lld to incrccise witti voltage initially and then decrease at higher voltages 

The process that gives rise to the above characteristics seems to be different from that in the 
previous case. Ihe characteristics in thls case seem to be controlled by trapping of charged 



2. Coriclusions 
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f i ~ t O f l 0 m 0 ~ s  fault-tolerant spacecrah attitude control system t h r o w  recon- 
figuration by S Murugesan. 
Research supervisors: U. R. Rao (ISROj, E. V Krishtiarni~rthy and N. Viswanadham 
Department: School of Automation. 

1. Introduction 

Spacecraft PIBY many mportant roles--domestic and ~ntemotioila! te~eiommun~cat~on and 
broadcast~ng, weather forecast~ng. remote senslng, military applicatlons, etc. Their sewesnave 
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become essentlai in our day-today life and there is an ever growing need for uninterrupted 
operation of spacecraft over a long period (-10-15 years). 

Att~tude control system (ACS), the heart of a spacecraft, performs the primary task of 
orlentation and maintenance of the spacecralt andior its pay!oad in a des~red direction. ACS 
consists of varlous types of attitude sensors and actuators, and control electronics (onboard 
computer) It becorries more cornpiex when servlces performed by a spacecraft become 
sophistcated. Proper functioning of ACS is vital for rendering desired services and for mission 
success The major concern is, therefore. to achieve a very high reliab~lity and uninterrupted 
operallon of ACS 

2. Present status and requirements 

Desp~te various efforts to improve reliability of space systems through 'fault-avoidance' 
techniques such as improvemerits in design. use of high reliability components, and elaborate 
and intensive testing, random fa~lures may occur in various subsystems during their long 
operat~onal I~fe. Although most spacecraft generally have redundant units to avoid 'mission- 
critical-single-point-fa~lures'. they do not have autonomous fault detection and identificat~on and 
reconfiguration capabilities. Faults are analysed in ground using telemetry information and 
appropriate actions are taken through telecommand to overcome the effects of failures. This 
approach. however, invanably leads to a loss of att~tude, requiring reacquisition w ~ t h  attendant 
risks, fuel penalty with consequent reduct~on in mission life and interruption in service. which is 
not tolerable in many applications 

To circumvent these, an autonomous fault-tolerant spacecratt attitude control system that 
continues to function correctly despite failures, without human intervention or ground station 
support. IS required. It essentially calls for fault tolerance In attitude sensors, actuators and control 
electronics, by the use of functional redundancy. 

VarlOuS techniques have been developed for fault tolerance ~n computers. However, as 
functions, failure modes and redundancy management of sensors and actuators are quite 
different from that of computer/electronics systems, fault-tolerant computing techniques are not 
directly applicable to sensors and actuators. For instance, actuators that faded in a continuous 
actuating mode cannot be left as such by substltutmg a redundant actuator, as is usually done in 
Computersielectronics systems The popular triple modular redundancy (TMR) with majorlty 
voting is also not applicable to actuators like reaction/momentum wheels. 

Constraints for space applications: Also, while dealing with space applications, there are 
severe constraints on weight, volume, power consumption and locations for mounting of the 
~ensorsiactuators. Hence, the number of redundant units have t o  be kept to a minimum, by 
ado~ting some form of dynamic redundancy for attitude sensors and actuators. Thls necessitates 
autonomous onboard fault detection, identification and isolation, and reconfiguration of the 
system However, algorithms used for these should be as simple as possible wlthout much 
increase in the hardware and computational complexity. Also, it is desirable that these algorithms 
are based on existing performance measurements without need for additional monitors1 
transducers. 

But, as yet, suitable autonomous fault tolerance techniques for some of the critical attitude 
sensors and actuators are not available. 
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Algoriihms are deveioped ioc i lutoiio~noiis rle.rccr,i~p .riici ~iirmttt~i,.it-,<;n oI n faulty earth sensor 
in a dual-redundant system, they cove! s:~I(;I 111, i.r~ii;lr:.,, ;,cd isviv,::,vc bics and noise in the 
oi!tpuL They are based or1 outputs of i:arlh snn.,rii', I!,,! c,mf:afit d 'iwpothesis testing' and 
spacecraft attitude behaviour. Art clutunornour; i t~ r :~~ ; ; i~ : i~ i r  ,::,,: !;::lii.n,r !or earth sensors Is also 
glven. 

For 6 fault-tolerant att~tudo reference systorr, l,.cirljj i ~ ~ ~ ! ' ~ :  I>i(>:i, i ,  il(.w yynirnetrically skewed 
conflguratlon (fig I) 1s deveicped This cor,i~gur;:tior~ ov i  !i:o;nns t!ri: l:rnit;it!ons of the other 
known conilgurations 2, 3. With a systematic $ti,& c,i~j ; l i ~ y s ~ ,  variiyia f w t u ~ e s  such as error in 
attltude estimate. cornputat~onal complexity and i;ic:it i:ovw.rgo, are compared for different 
~:onfwat ions (Table I). and shown that the new configurati<m IS tjet:or than tho cther known 
configurations. 



1 New syr11metr1r:ally 'kcwed ~~oni~guratlon for .ittllude ~efcrence systrrn u i n g  three dynamcally tuneid 
gyros (DTGsl 0 = 45, DTC: D ,  tt-i X ,  -X, PLANE, DTG D, n X,-X, PLANE, and DTG D ,  ~n X,-X, PLANE 

inputs andlor outputs according to the wheel that is faulty. Computer siniulations are carned out 
to validate these algor~thms and the results are presented 

Further, for RCS. FDIR schemes that enable cont~nued correct functionmg and prevent 
depletion of propellent, is presented They cover stuck-at-open, stuck-at-closed and large and 
small leakage failures. 

Also, scope of further work In this new and pmm~s~ng field of 'autonomous spacecraft control' 
are given. 

4. Features 

The Proposed techn~ques for fault tolerance in att~tude sensors and actuators are suitable for 
lm~lernentation in a spacecraft without much increase in hardware and cornputatlonai 
complex~ty. These techniques are general [or universal) in nature and hence, they could be 
applied to any spacecraft. Further, they do not call lor any mod~lication/redesign of sensors and 
actuators that are already being used and additional monitors. Also, they, by providing 
Uninterrupted sewice, enhance utility, life and probability of success of a misslon. It may be 
mentioned that the autonomous reconfiguration scheme for "skewed-four-reaction-wheel" 
SYstem has already been implemented In the lndlan Remote Sensing (IRSI satellite. scheduled for 
launch. 



Table t 
ccrs?parison d varionrs configurations d attktude refereawe system using three DTG~ 
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Performance o f  t h e  e igenveclor  /EV) method  i n  the presence of coloured noise by 
Madaka Subbaravudw. 
Research supervisor: P S. Nafdu. 
Department: Electrical Cornrnunication Eng~neer~ng. 

1. Introduction 

The subject of determining the number of sources and their bearings from the ou?put of an array 
of sensors in the presence of noise. IS studied In this thesis. Among the various nonlinear 
spectrum estlrnation niethnds th? elgenvector method or the Pisarenko method IS the latest The 
performance of this melhod in presence of coloured noise is investigated The method has 
applications in passive sonar and radar Asuitable model of colowred noise isdeveloped reflecting 
some aspects of  the real lite situation. 

2. Problem formulation 

I practice the sourco cpectrd dens~ty matrix is computed from the output of the array from 
which we get onlyan estlmate of the true spectral density matnx. In this study. it is assumed that 
the source spectral density matrix is exactly known. For the selection of suitable noise field, a 
physical model of noise sources concentrated over a finite arc of a circle of inf~nite radius has 
been investigated and a complete analysis of the spectral characteristics of the noise model. 
called the sector background noise, is provided. This IS a generalirat~on of earlier results, der~ved 
for a model where the noise sources are concentrated over an infinite circle and sphere1. Now 
the model consists of a known source spectral density matrix in the presence of the sector 
background noise matrix. Then the performance of the EV method is studied on the above model. 
Further. the performance of the method in presence of estimation errors i e  when only an 
estimate of the spectral density matrix is available. is invest~gated The eigenvector method is 
applied for detection and estimation of an extended source, an idea based on a special pattern of 
peaks observed when the background noise is due to a sector nose model. 

The method basically cons~sts of decomposing the spectral density matrix (source spectral 
dens~ty matrix plus the spectral density matrix of the background noise) into its eigenvalues and 
elgenvectors. The set of eigenvalues is called the eigenstructure The eigenstructure conslsts of 
a group of equal and small eigenvalues, hereafter called noise eigenvaiues. The rest are large and 
called signal eigenvalues. The eigenstructure is used to determine the number of signal sources. 

In this method the noise eigenvalues and the orthogonal property of the noise eigenvectors are 
exploited to determine the number of sources and their bearings1. A technique known a? 
p rewh~ten in~~  is used to spatially wh~ten the sector background noise. 

3. Results and discussion 

The main contr~but~ons are: 

( 1 )  When the signal is associated with sector background nose, the detection of single source c 
fW0 sources is not possible by obsewing the eigenstructure However, prewhitening can be use 
to advantage to detect a single source. 



131 Without prewhitening, a rnin~rnum of 20 ciB is iequ~r& to detect u single source. whereas 
after Prewhitcning the same could be detected cvon sr as low as SNR of -10*& 

(4) In order t o  prewhiten thc coiourod noise. the noisu sector width should be known within 
+ 10%. Thus prewhitening method is relatively robust. 

15) The detection probability as a function of csilnintior: errors caused by finite data length 
increases exponentially with decreasing variance. 

(6) For an extended source with angular width greater than 1:o.i 25". from the eigen-spectrum " 
is observed that there are more than one signal peak along with comparable side lobes Such a 
special structure of the eigenspectrum can be used far derection and esttmation of an extended 
source. The width can be estimated with an accuracy of k0.208%. 



4. Conclusion 

The thesis t?xiirnirl!?d tile role of :;ei:tnr beckground noise and the effect of estimation errors on 
the bear~ny estiili:iti~il of .I 1?oi11t :;oLlii.(' it further looked Into the application of the method to the 
detection and estiinatrix of :in ez terirled source. 

Thesis Abstract  (M.Sc. En& 

Studies o n  s o u n d  t ransmiss ion in shal low sea by C. Karthikeyan 
Research supervisor C V Anand. 
Department- ElecTricaI Communication Engineer~ng 

Modelling of ilcoust~c propagation in the sea has become a subject of great current interest 
Besides being of immediate relevance l o  sonar and underwater communication systems. 
ProPagatlon of acoustic signals in the sed is now be~ng utilized as a method for investigation and 
monrtoring o f  many fundamental oceanic processes. In all applications, the acoustic transmission 
loss is an Impoi?ant parameter. In general. transmission loss depends on the prevail~ng 
oceanographic and meteorological conditions, the geology and topography of the sea bottom. and 
the fre4uency and depth of operetion of the sonar transmitter and recewer. This complex 
dependence o i  translnission loss on a large number o i  parameters makes the development of a 
general transmission loss model quite difficult. This is especially so in shallow sea where the 
sound field involves the interference of multiply reflected sound waves at the rough boundaries. 
The problem can get furti-ier.complicated when there is a sloping sea bottom or when the water 
and sediment layers are not perfectly stratified. Both the wavetheoretic (normal mode) and the 
wtheoretic approaches have been used for modelling sound propagation 111 shallow Sea. 
although the normal-mode approach is often preferred, espec~ally at lower frequencies Or (11 

shallow water. 

The present work is devoted to the study of two problems. (1) development of an improved 
model of attenuation of normal modes, and (2) development of a model of sound fransmisslorl In 
a Shdllow horizontally stiatitied ocean using the ray theory. 

2. Frequency dependent attenuation of normal modes 

In Its simplest form, the normal mode theory is based on the Pekeris model of the ocean' This 
model considers the sea 50 consjst of a layer of homogeneous lossless fluid of constant ttrckness 
overlying a homogeneous lossless f l ~ ~ i d  half-space of higher denslty and sound speed. The theory 



of Pekeris was extended by Korrifimsor . r r d  fi;~r!c!y" to :~~.iuclo f t i r  c f fw i  of J Sound-absorbing 
sea bortorn. In the presont ir:vestqatiori thci iiorrrial rizorir. theory I!. t~*lendetl to Include theeffect 
of sound absorption in sea water The? t i ~ q ~ i e r i ~ y  :iqx.~,:i~:i~i:+~ of sci:irid absorption in the sea 
bottom sedmients and in sea water axe d l~ i ' i s t . d  ;nid it 15 ?:il:~wrr thnr the resulting expression 
for the attenuation of normal rnoties gives P !i;iilti v i m  ,%wir:tPr:stic to the channel far each 
propagating mode. Nex t  the effect or scatrerlng ;it t!w roilcjti w:t surface, as determined bv 
Kupeiman and Ingenito". is included in the rnodel for the c:imjiisl:ttan of modal attenuation. A 
computer program is developed for the crmpiitaric:: ;~f  soiind Transmission loss by coherent 
addition of normal modes. The results eio prr?sentt?d in f19. 1 as a contour plot in the 
range-frequency plane. The p!or clearly shows the ex~sfe:~ci> ol  an optimum frequency band for 
sound transmission in shallow sea. 

3. Ray theoretic sound transmiss~on model for shallow sea 

Extension of the normal mode theory to more realfstic inndt~ir nl thi: ucci.,,> is ticught with maW 
mathematical difficulties. The ray theory represents an attempt at ciwrnventing these 
difficulties. But, while the ray theory provides a good ;~ppmximation to the boundary value 
problem of sound transmission in deep sea, it loads to incorrect results in shallow Water 
especlah at low frequencies. Recently, Sindle and Bold"eveioped an lrnproved ray theory and 
obtained results for the Pekeris channel which are in good agreement with the normahode 
results. According to the improved ray theory, whenever a ray ilndergoes total internal reflection 
at the interface between two homogeneous media. it undergoes a lateral displacement A parailel 
to the interface given by 
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where ?, is the p h d ~ e  of the plane wave reflection coefficient and k is the component of wave 
number parallel to the interface. In the present study, the improved ray theory is applied lo  
develop a sound transmisson model for shallow sea w ~ t h  a bilinear sound speed profile conss- 
tlng of a surface layer with a positive sound speed gradient overlying a la!m w t h  a negallve gra- 
dient. For a given configuration of the source and the receiver. all the eigenrays. i e . rays joining 
the source and the receiver are identified and the amplitude and phase of each eigemy at the 
receiver are Computed. Attenuation due toabsorption in water. absorption In the sea bottom, and 
scattering at the sea surface are taken into account in these cornputatlons The acoustic field at 
[he receiver 1s obtained by coherent addition of the fields contributed by all the elgenrays. Howi 
sver, if the surface of  the ocean is rough and the phases of the eigenrays can be considered to be 
Jncorrelated, an incoherent summation (addition of intensities1 is carried out An algorithm based 
3n this technique is developed for conlputation of the transmission loss and also for the predic- 
!Ion Of the waveform of the received signal Computed results for the variation of  transrnission 
osswith range i o r a  typical ocean channel are shown in fig. 2 These results and others based on 
jimllar computations arc: found LO agree well w ~ t h  results obtained from the normal mode theory 
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Analyttcal s t u d y  of some aspects of crosstalk in wave leng th  d iv is ion multiplexing- 
based fiber-optic sys tems t,y S N;?iai;imhn P r a w . l  
Research supervisor: S .  V i i C p ~ t i  

Department: Electr~cal Cornrnuiwt t ion Etqirrc:ur~iiq 

1. Introduction 

W,ivelength Division Muit~plcx~ng (WPM] tt!ciin:qi~o t~os  bwrr :I wlm:, oi ::igr,!frcant pntent~aiity 
in the fiber optic comrr~unicaticm ,,y..ti,in'.' It ,,ilov,:. the :~iigmcttrattoii of the information 
carrying capacity of a gtven channel In thts fodiniqur~ a r!um:ir:r nf individu;~Iiy modulated disttnct 
optical wavelengths, known as optical stgnab, arc* con;!xnnd and niiowod to propaqate aiong a 
single fiber. At the rece~vlng crrd, uilch opticai c.ig;i:~I 1'; axrractod irui;! ?he corrrposite S ? W l  by 
spectral dispersion and then is sub,ecteJ to :he I::!,;.~-,, : .. of ui*tei:tlon and dcrnodulation The 
combining and disyerstny acttons are nch#ouc:fi tlirouyh a niu!t~plexer ;nd demultiplexer 
respectivety. In the light of ovoiving ~er-o;!trc iechrm!(r(2y trpn ds::igner encounters several 
obstacles in extracting out the opt~rnal utiltzatm podormailce of the potenr~dl~ttrs offered by this 
WDM technique and t h w  should cither be eiiminsted or kept .,t tr-iinin.iur~i. The crosstalk which 
refers to the unwanted couplmg of oprtcai sign& I:; o m  :iur:h pomneter of considerable 
significance. 

Crosstalk arises due to various causes and several among ittein hsve been studied =.This 
thesis describes an analytical study made 01, that which mses  out of oveiiappmg of emission 
spectra of oPfCa1 sources used. This causo becomes prerio~lmant when one attempts to 
enhance the channel count in a restricted transmission hand of an opticdi fiber. We refer tothis 
crosstalk as Interchannel Crosstalk (~cc) and the study n:xje is intend& to arrive at an a Wfl 
estimation of it in order to seiect necessary types of sources 

2. Analysis of ICC 

The most general definition for ICC. C in dB is 

C(dB, = log Disturbing optical power 
(.!St ... d o.ica1 p,, 1 



FIG 1 Schurnalic rl,;rgiiini to ~lIusr:iiik ICC arislng 
due to overlap pin(^ crrti,,sion spcclin ot ,>dpcen: 
channels A,, A,. and A ,  air pcsk wwC,lcn(i:h:; with 
peak optical powers P,,,, P,,) atid P ,, in channels 1. 
Zand3respectively (,\, A,,) I:lilir:atc$ thr; w~dth of 
filter wildow 

A schemal~c diagram depicting thc s~tuation of overlapping of spectral profiles of three sources 
!or channels) is shown iri fig 1 

The actual crosstalk w ~ l i  riiffer from the ideal value (-mdB) depend~ng on the amount of 
overlap. ICC values can be calculated in a given situation either. (i) by considering powers (or 
Intensities) with reference to the peak wavelengths of the sources. or (11) wlthin a finite 
demultiplexer (filter) window of a desired channel. Based on these two cases, ICC analysis has 
been carried out in two ways, namely, theoretically and graph~cally In regard to the theoretical 
analysis we have doduced the equations to estimate crosstalk by the following methods: 

(8) by fitting Gaussian equation to the emission spectra of sources. 

(bi gmph~cal method of computing ICC using the realistic source prof~les provlded by the 
manufacturer. 

k/ by fittlng Gaussian distribution relation to the emisslon spectra of sources, and 

id) by fitting Lorentz~an distr,bution relation to the emission Spectra of Sources. 

3. Results and conclusions 

considering the above methods, we have derived appropriate relations for ICC under Various 
situations Us~ng these equations, model calculations done are presented The graphical method 
that we have discussed is applicable when realistic source emission spectra are given by the 
manufacturers of optical sources ICC values are computed for two sets of typical sources whose 
'elatlve Intensity wavelength graphs are given using this method. A comparative study is also 
made among the methods mentioned. 

From our analysis it IS found that untolerable limits of crosstalk between adjacent channels can 
arise at the transmlsslonend espec~ally In a high channel count WDM system due to the 
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